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I correct an error made by Vega et al. [Appl. Opt. 42, 4152 (2003)], who derived the spectral dispersion
properties of a virtually imaged phased-array etalon using a ray-based, multibounce interference ana-
lysis. I demonstrate that the corrected dispersion law is in agreement with the results obtained
by paraxial wave theory [Xiao et al., IEEE J. QuantumElectron. 40, 420 (2004)]. © 2012 Optical Society
of America
OCIS codes: 230.0230, 050.2230.

The virtually imaged phase-array (VIPA) spectral
disperser is a type of plane-parallel Fabry–Perot eta-
lon in which the reflective coating on the entrance
face is removed along a rectangular stripe, often re-
placed by an antireflection coating. In typical appli-
cations, a cylindrical lens focuses the incident light
through this transparent window, as shown in Fig. 1.
The transmission efficiency of the device approaches
100% when the reflectivity of the entrance face, other
than the transparent window, is equal to one and
for optimum alignment, which greatly exceeds the
efficiency of standard (nonwindowed) Fabry–Perot
etalons [1–4].

More recently, Shirasaki [5,6] reinvented the
windowed Fabry–Perot, coined the term VIPA, and
discussed its application in demultiplexing spectral
channels and compensating dispersion in dense
wavelength division multiplexing optical telecommu-
nication systems. Over the last decade, Weiner and
collaborators have greatly extended this previous
work and have used the VIPA in several applications,
such as ultrafast optical pulse shaping, arbitrary
optical waveform generation, optical telecommunica-
tion, and microwave photonics (see [7] for a general
review). Recent applications include molecular spec-
troscopy [8], single-shot measurement of arbitrary

nanosecond laser pulses [9], and line-by-line pulse
shaping of optical frequency combs [10].

For all of these applications, it is important to have
an accurate model for the spectral dispersion of the
VIPA. Toward this end, Vega et al. [11] derived the
VIPA spectral dispersion using a ray-based, multi-
bounce interference analysis [see the geometry in
Fig. 2(a)]. Here, a ray incident at angle θi with respect
to the VIPA normal undergoes multiple bounces
through the etalon, where I assume the etalon interior
medium and surround space is vacuum for simplicity.
They assume that the rays exiting the device propa-
gate at an angle θλ with respect to the incoming ray.
By considering the phase change from paths ¯ABC and
ĀD, they derive the resonance condition of the etalon

2kL
�

1
cos�θi�

− tan�θi� sin�θλ�
�
� 2mπ; (1)

where the wavevector magnitude is given by k � 2π∕λ,
λ is the wavelength of the incident plane wave asso-
ciated with the ray, and L is the etalon thickness.
Under conditions when θλ ≪ 1, Eq. (1) can be ex-
panded to second order in θλ to obtain an approximate
dispersion relation [12]
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Soon thereafter, Xiao et al. [12] used a paraxial
wave theory to derive the VIPA dispersion law. Here,
they considered a Gaussian beam focused by a
cylindrical lens on the exit face of the VIPA. The
etalon creates an infinite number of virtual images
of the Gaussian beam waist, which are displaced
both along and transverse to the optical axis. They
propagate these images through a lens to a Fourier-
transform plane using Fresnel diffraction theory,
which allows them to determine the spectral disper-
sion. To second order in θλ, they find the dispersion
relation is given by

2kL
�
cos�θi� − sin�θi�θλ −

1
2
cos�θi�θ2λ

�
� 2mπ: (3)

The third terms in Eqs. (2) and (3) are quite differ-
ent, which is most pronounced when θi is small. Ex-
periments conducted by Xiao et al. [12] in this regime
confirm the accuracy of Eq. (3) and disprove Eq. (2). It
is important to resolve this difference between the
approaches because each has advantages in under-
standing the properties of a VIPA.

I find that there is a fundamental error in the
analysis of Vega et al. associated with the angle of
the rays exiting the VIPA, which is the source of the

disagreement between the analysis methods. Be-
cause the exit face of the etalon has no prismatic
power, a ray passing through the exit face cannot be
refracted, contrary to the assumption of Vega et al.
[see Fig. 2(a)]; that is, only θλ � 0 is allowed physi-
cally. In this case, the dispersion relation is simply gi-
venby the standard result for aFabry–Perot etalon [4]

2kL�cos�θi�� � 2mπ: (4)

As discussed above, an incident beam is focused
into the VIPA and so has a spread of angles. Consis-
tent with the approach of Xiao et al., I denote θi as
the central ray of the focused beam and θi � θλ as
a ray elsewhere within the focused beam, denoted
as the “primary” input/output ray and depicted in
Fig. 2(b). The etalon selectively transmits primary
rays within the focused beam that satisfy the etalon
resonance condition; the input angle of these primary
rays is equal to the output angle as shown in the
figure. Inserting this definition for the primary-ray
angle into Eq. (4) and expanding to second order
in θλ, I find the approximate dispersion relation

2kL
�
cos�θi� − sin�θi�θλ −

1
2
cos�θi�θ2λ

�
� 2mπ; (5)

which is identical to the dispersion relation predicted
by the paraxial wave theory [Eq. (3)], verified by
experiments, and is consistent with Goosman’s ray-
based analysis [4].

My result demonstrates that both ray-based and
wave-theory analysis methods work equally well in
understanding the spectral dispersion properties of
VIPAs, so that either technique can be used to design
optical systems containing these devices.
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Fig. 1. VIPA spectral disperser. A collimated multiwavelength
input beam is focused through the transparent window of the eta-
lon input face and onto the etalon output face with a cylindrical
lens. Interference within the etalon causes each wavelength to
propagate at different directions with high efficiency. The ampli-
tude reflection and transmission coefficients for the input (output)
faces are denoted by r1, t1 (r2, t2). Typically, r1 ∼ 1. The interior of
the etalon and the surrounding medium are assumed to be air for
simplicity.
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Fig. 2. Ray paths used to determine the VIPA resonances.
(a) Geometry used by Vega et al. in the ray-based analysis of the
VIPA spectral dispersion. (b) Corrected geometry indicating the
direction of the central ray of the focused beam (angle θi) and for
the primary input/output ray in the beam (angle θi � θλ). The
primary ray is not refracted as it is transmitted through the
VIPA output face.
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